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High-Tech made in Switzerland
Success through concentration on key competencies MPL AG celebrates its 20th anniversary
"Eager to really differentiate to the mass products and offer more than solutions."
MPL AG located in Dättwil Switzerland near Zürich develops and manufactures Industrial and
Embedded Controller, Industrial PC’s and Systems specialized for industrial needs and
extremely rugged environments. The company is 100% self financed and fully independent.
All products are
developed and
produced by MPL AG in
Switzerland. They are
being used in any part
of the world and in
numerous critical
applications. The
success story of the
enterprise is based on
the uniqueness of their
product range like the
PC compatible industrial
computer concept (PIP)
MPLs unique and
innovative solutions give
the customers a quality
product that is
specifically designed
and layouted for their specific markets with highest requirements and help them to differentiate
their products. However the products are not just rugged – they are additionally long-term
available. Customer support is a significant strength of MPL and one of the keys for an excellent
partnership with it's customers over 20 years. Some MPL products and customized solutions are
produced since 1985 are still fully supported.
Key strengths in developing and manufacturing technology of MPL AG are:
•
the low power consumption of the designed products
•
the extended temperature range that are being offered for all products
•
the customized and semi-customized solutions based on customer needs also for small
quantities
•
the uniquely fast and professional support that comes with every product
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After 20 years of developing and supplying products and solutions for industrial environments,
medical, transportation as well as for avionics applications, MPL is still eager to really
differentiate through concentration on their key competencies to invent High-Tech solutions for
application where a reliable solution is needed. MPL AG has delivered in the past, products in
very sophisticated operational fields like the MIR Station, the Space shuttle, in Hospital operation
rooms, in Cryptology application or an Emergency ground control flight system. In other words,
whenever a reliable, durable and high quality product was needed, MPL was selected as partner.
In the past 20 years MPL has been nominated for it’s achievements in various contest, latest one
at B.E.S.T (Business Excellent Swiss Trophy) in the category “Young Enterprise” in June 2005.
Further MPL was frequently positively mentioned in the media, major ones in Dec. 2004 in the
Swiss evening news, or in GEO (German version of National Geographies) April 2005 issue.
MPL products, the other approach to the industrial and special needs according the MPL Logo
that exists since 20 years MPL High-Tech • Made in Switzerland

